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LYRICS:I have heard that the Deadwing album is based on a film script that SW wrote - what is the film about and will it be made? The script was written by SW and film maker Mike Bennion (who also did most of the collage and design work for the album).. MUSIC:What is the meaning of the counting at the end of Even Less? The counting is taken from a recording of a shortwave numbers station.. However many PT non album tracks have subsequently been compiled onto albums Examples of CDs where previously rare single tracks have been included are Voyage 34: the Complete Trip, which includes all 4 phases of the Voyage 34 track originally issued on 2 EPs in 1992-93, the Stars Die box set which includes all Delerium era single tracks, and Recordings which includes nearly all Stupid Dream / Lightbulb Sun era single tracks.. The film has been
described by SW as 'surreal ghost story' Some pages of the script are available to view on the.. MUSIC:Who is the person talking on 'Last Chance to Evacuate Planet Earth Before It is Recycled'? It is the leader of the Heaven's Gate religious cult Doe.

While the band are aware that private tape trading does go on, they will be extremely pissed off to find anyone selling (or auctioning on Ebay) live recordings on CDR or other media for personal profit!!GENERAL:Where can I buy some of the more obscure PT releases, and Transmission releases? Nearly all currently available PT catalogue is available to buy online from their own web store.. SW and Mike hope to realise the film one day, although as they point out getting a deal for a film project is about 100 times harder than getting a record deal! DISCOGRAPHY:What is the status of the various deleted singles and limited edition PT releases, and will they be reissued? Most singles are not repressed once they are sold out.. GENERAL:What is Porcupine Tree's policy on fans taping gigs and the trading and selling of live recordings? The full length unedited
version of Even Less is available on the 'Recordings' CD.. He is referring to the Radiohead album LYRICS:I have heard that the Deadwing album is based on a.. LYRICS:In the lyric to 'Pure Nacotic' what is SW referring to when he mentions 'The Bends'? He is referring to the Radiohead album.

The words are taken from the video they made before killing themselves to explain to the rest of the world why they had done it.. Jk MUSIC:Why is the version of Even Less on Stupid Dream much shorter than the one Porcupine Tree played on tour in 1998? The version of 'Even Less' that appears on the album clocks in at 7m11s.. It is understood that these stations are used by intelligence agencies to transmit coded messages to overseas operatives, although no government agency has ever acknowledged the existence of these stations or what their actual purpose might be.. LYRICS:Who is Christine Keeler as mentioned in 'Piano Lessons'? Christine Keeler was a prostitute who was involved in a notorious scandal in Britain in the sixties that resulted in the downfall of a leading politician John Profumo.. The missing section is available on the 'Stranger By the
Minute' CD single The full length unedited version of Even Less is available on the 'Recordings' CD.

Cult believed that they were from another planet and only visiting earth In order to return to their own 'dimension: before the earth was recycled they all committed mass suicide.. A much longer version (about 15 minutes), similar to the one played by the band at some of their concerts was also recorded during the sessions for Stupid Dream.. As the song 'Piano Lessons' is partly about the nature of celebrity, SW used Keeler as a symbol of someone who acheived their fame without having any conventional talent.. GENERAL:What happened to www deadwing com? The Deadwing microsite can be found and a permanent link can be found in the discography for the Deadwing release.. The band have started to make available high quality live recordings on their own Transmission label, and these are all mixed from properly recorded multitrack tapes.

GENERAL Q: Q: Q: Q: MUSIC Q: Q: Q: LYRICS Q: Q: Q: DISCOGRAPHY Q: Q: TOURING Q: Q: GENERAL:What does the name Porcupine Tree mean? GENERAL:What is Porcupine Tree's policy on fans taping gigs and the trading and selling of live recordings? The band do not allow concerts to be recorded as audio or video, and anyone seen doing so at a show will be asked to stop and the recording confiscated. e10c415e6f 
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